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Perception pescador 12.0 sit-on-top kayak

I got about 30 of these kayaks for our rental and tour company. Let me tell you how the hell we beat them. Slide them, pull them, throw them away... Etc. may be covered up. When worn out (usually in the back), it is easy to weld a heat gun and spare polyethylene plastic. The only issue I had with the handles was tearing
and the seats fading. Other then that I can buy them. Our tenants love kayaks, too. durable, follows the rails, high back seats and cup holder well... This is the perfect rental and tour kayak. - there are more than 30 of them. Great tracking, comfortable, very stable without compromising speed, storage is nice, I could go.
Sighting makes great kayaks. It's more of a recreational kayak than fishing, although I don't doubt it would do well in this regard. My main concerns about kayaks are speed, tracking and comfort. For a recreational kayak, it covers the deck for me, and it happens to be quite stable too! I found it initially a bit unstable (not
bad, but a little bit), but as soon as it started to move even slowly (forward or backward) it was stable. Today was his first trip. The wind was 15+ periods of 25 mph. I was rowing in a lake, about the Chop ran 12-20 inches. The ship did very well. I was fine while I was on the move. I rowed four or five miles. Pro's The boat
handled the chop well, stable I never felt like I wanted to swim, tracking this boat takes a very nice line, in fact I was amazed at how well it trails. On the boat for several hours I found the seat awesome, I didn't expect it to be as good as it was. The 12 feet moved pretty fast in the water. The price point was very good at
540ish Academy Sports. Weight is acceptable in the mid-50s. The dry openings have zero water in them, do not leak into the mass of heads. It's all a very well built ship. Con It's smaller, but the plugs on the fishing rods were hard to get out of. It's no big deal. It's the only scam I've ever made up. I recently bought a
Pescador used off Craigslist. I took it out for the first trip, which consisted of many winds and 12 miles of lake/river. I was a shorter man and although it seemed great I could paddle and maneuver with ease. It's a very well-built kayak. I'd consider shopping on Craigslist. They were about $650 and I got mine that had been
used for 1 summer and was in good condition for $345. I'm about to buy another family member. If you are an expert, a novice, or a complete beginner I would recommend it. I took this kayak last fall after getting tired of the uncertainty of hiring them. My choice of water is the quiet reservoir near our home, as well as the
local state park lakes-there is no white water for me. I like the stability of the Pescador and even the rocking of some of the bigger ships waking up has never felt like I was going to end up in the water. I'm 5'9 and have plenty of leg space and don't feel cramped even after a few hours on the lake. The seat is better than
most others I've tried out, but our trips get longer you might add a little more lower backrest support. There are scupper holes under the seat, so I recommend plugs them if you like a dry seat. I was so glad that I bought two Pescador 10's that can be used by friends and kids. The best boat around for the money! Good
tracking, fast, easy and stable! Easy to install on bays, coastal, rivery or lakes. I have 3 and would buy more if need be. Large opening for dry storage. 2 smaller openings for comfort in the middle and rear, spacious rear well bungies to accommodate medium coolers, or all the gear one may need. 10 out of 10 over and
over again maybe my favorite Yak is fishing. I've completely tinkered with mine with all the delicacies I need for river fishing. It's the same boat as the older Tarpon 120 @ at a lower cost. I'll give me the edge over my Tarpon 100 for a speed increase. It's very easy to row and stable. I'm a 64 year old fat guy fan fishing out
of these and it suits me just fine. I bought mine as a residual discount and never regretted a singe min usage. Room to take the dog along i take river (between 1 and 4 days at a time) camping trips yes around and this boat is perfect. Lots of dry storage. * I noticed some people said that storage took a little water? There's
nothing wrong with that. Make sure the front cover is centered. I love him more than both my pelicans. This is my second Kayak, and I have to say, I love it. Pescador is a confidence-building machine. I'm not worried about rowing this place. At home is very cloudy in water, as well as smooth as glass ponds. The kayak is
well built and easy to get in and out. It's a bit heavy at 60# but I take the weight off the safe feeling I have when I'm an hour away from shore. I've read everything about this kayak and I can say a lot of information is subjective, but I keep seeing this underlying theme, everyone loves this boat. I bought an almost new 2014
Pescador 12 after trying different brands out to sit and sit on top kayaks. My 6'2 and 220 #s. The ship fits perfectly. I put scupper plugs in the front 6 scuppers but left the back 2 open. These keep the front front perfectly dry. So far I've taken out a windy day in an area of use fetch and up to a couple of rivers in Class 1
Rapids. This track is very easy and can hold straight rough unless caught with a strong cross current. It's very stable, I'm not afraid to keep mini-iPad on my lap for photo ops. I can load myself onto the roof rack using a simple extension tool copied from the internet. Many This is an entry-level ship. For me it will be my
kayak for many years. Great Kayak for the price! It's a nice go kayak to fish in coves, streams, apartments and surf. I highly recommend this to anyone who starts kayaking or take a well made sit on top of kayak at low prices. I bought pescador because heritage angler 10 was great on the river but less open water. The
Pescador is perfect for the local lakes of South Central Texas and the river when my daughter uses the Angler 10. I've had it for over a year and it handles everything I throw at it, including a short overnighter. It's easy enough to lift the top of my Jeep (albeit some days lighter than others) and stable enough to pull a 10lb
caterer or £5. You can't beat the Pescador for money, and for $19.00 you can add the second flush mount rod owner. Pescador 12.0 may be the best entry level kayak on the market. Ready to fish right out of the box it features two rear pole mounts &amp; front Scotty adjustable rod holder. The three storage areas make
it easy to access dry goods: two can be easily placed between shovels, and one large at the front for larger objects. The generous baitwell area holds lots of extra cargo and fishing gear or your favorite pet! A very comfortable seat with padded bottoms and easy adjustable backrests will give you the comfort beginners will
enjoy. Complete the package with an anchor set, lots of tie downs and adjustable footrests and all you have to do is grab a fishing rod! What you'll love the most is the road. It's wide enough to be super stable with beam 28, but smooth enough to cut through rough waters. They can easily become more confident as you
learn your skills. I rode the Pescador 12' swollen off the coast of Honolulu with surprising ease. It tracks nicely, is highly mobile and is faster then I EXPECTED. I'm amazed at my purchase and recommend the Pecador 12.0 to any beginner who likes to paddle and fish! I'm from Puerto Rico, south of the Northern Ocean.
Both were good for the waves of calm water in the Caribbean. It's a little hard, but he can handle it. Fast and reliable. Excellent purchase for a beginner like me. Let the good times roll! Pescador 120 is the exact mold of the WS Tarpon 120. Some people thought it was one of the best kayaks ever made. The quality of the
road is second to none for traditional kayaking. Good for any environment, trails too, plenty of storage space and £350 capacity. I bought two and continued to look for good deals on the second hand as well. It's my first kayak and I've had it now for over a year and I love it. The only reason I'm giving him an 8 for the
ratings is because I can't get up in it, but I knew I wouldn't be able to when I bought it. Also another reason for the 8 is it's only 1 flush mount rod holder. I know the Ascend FS12T has two flush mount bars and another before I have a friend who bought one and says he wishes I had gotten pescador perception sports. We
have the same oar, and when we ever went to our fishing spot, I always have to stop and wait for it to catch up. The Ascend is wider with greater stability, but if I can't stand in it, then I wasn't that worried about losing a little stability. I actually sit side saddle with my perception and turn around and reach for things in the
back. I'm not a kid either. I weigh 240lbs and 6ft tall. So if you're looking to get your first kayak I would recommend the Perception Sport Pescador 12ft. After reading other good reviews of perception pescador (match mold from the former Tarpon) and found that the Academy for $499-529 depending on the model, I had
to give it a try. He's very pleased with the boat. I also have a perception kingfish which is a flatter bottom boat and so more stable, but the Pescador is faster and coasts better. The initial stability is smaller, but secondary stability as it gets more than ok. I weigh 240-250 depending on the day, and without extra gear,
there's water pouring up on the floor with scupper holes instead of draining. Dry foot wells require scupper plugs with dry feet. The same applies to the storage area behind the seat. The position of the drain holes allows you to drain the boat well, although before you pull it ashore and after the water the whole session of
the process. Hull thickness is very strong, like kingfish, although there is a sail rig for kingfish and hull handles it easily, so it should be the Pescador. Pescador tracks are much better and so a little harder to turn sharply. I was able to trim a foam stadium ass pad and permanently place the seat under a little more
cushion. Good boat at a great price. I bought this second kayak after buying the Future Beach Trophy 126 sit-in. Because of the warm weather in Texas, he wanted to sit on top. I use mostly a slow moving river that always has a lot of wind (10-20mph). I didn't have any stability problems at all. In fact, my £70 lab often
rides with me. Lots of storage space. There's something wrong with the openings leaking and the water in the hull. I don't know where it's coming from. It seems to track and handle waves well from all ships. A fantastic kayak for the price! It may not be the best kayak out there but it is definitely the best for the money. He
follows well, sikes nicely and paddles fast. I also get up to 5 mph at a moderate rate of flat water. It's very stable as long as your butt stays in the seat. You can sit sideways and soak your feet on a hot day. Plenty of storage, 2 compartments available while paddling. It even came with a pole holder for us, fishing, and
space to add even more, and a milk case fits perfectly behind the seat. Handles slicing well and is dry plugged in, but I keep them unplugged close to my feet and a little water coming in, but that doesn't change the performance, and if a big wave or boat wake hits, it won't get flooded. Even if you're in the air, you're still
going to float. If you are a beginner on a budget, do not hesitate to buy this. I have had my Pescador 12 for a year now and I love it. I use sarasota bay, I would buy it again and recommend it to others. Benefits Very good value when I bought it - came with an anchor, paddle, rod holder and foam car top carrier and nicely
equipped. The seat is comfortable - not as comfortable as my Necky Manitou 13 with the Active Comfort System full seat, but certainly ok. I find it very stable compared to the besams. It's good to keep track of and fairly fast and easy paddling is a sit-on-top – especially compared to other sit-on-tops I've used that are tub-
like and less streamlined. I like the look of it. I have not had any problems with matter or lack or any problems with water entering the openings. I use some water in the front foot-well area through the scuppers, but just enough to keep it moist, and that's not a problem for me. I don't have a problem with the water at the
seat. I am 6'0 and 195 lb. Your mileage may vary in size. Cons: Disadvantages are hard to come by. I think the biggest con is that I wish I picked up a different color, but the camo blue-green was the one available at the time of my impulse purchase. I want a yellow one. I wish I was a little lighter (or I was a little
younger), but that's part of what gets a sit-on-top, and I'm now used to putting it on the top rack. Maybe one day I'll want to move it to the bottom stand. I bought this kayak using reviews from different locations. The cost was reasonable at the $499+ Tax Academy in Selma, TX outside San Antonio TX. He bought it
rowing in Canyon Lake and wasn't disappointed with the treatment or the ease of propulsion. I wanted more features, but after looking at the more expensive kayaks and researching accessories, I can see why I only have what. The wells don't collect water, so scupper plugs will be a future buy, but I designed the wet
seat and didn't get uncomfortable. Initially unstable, but quickly found stability and had no problems. The seat was comfortable and easy to adjust, which made rowing much easier. The 50lbs weren't too hard to lift onto the J cradles in the roof rack of my Escape, but the weight distribution doesn't make it awkward trying
to make room for that racks. I still need a few more trips to use it, but I feel like it was a good buy for an initial entry-level kayak. This is probably my favorite fishing kayak for people on a budget. For about $500 you get a kayak in a comfortable seat, plenty of space for fishing equipment and storage, and high quality
materials. The kayak is going well and it seems very stable to me. my friend said his ass was going to get wet which never happened to me, but I solved this problem by giving him two scupper plugs to put the scupper holes under the seat. If you're looking for the most bang for your buck in a fishing kayak I'll definitely
check this out. Please remember a lot about what's good about kayaking comes from your personal preference so please try it whenever possible before making a decision. I rented one of these this past weekend and was very pleased with his performance. Plenty of space and storage; very well and very stable. Only
complaints: you need a more comfortable seat and not a fan of the slot covers. I've had this kayak for a year. It's very stable, easy to get in and out. Enjoy fishing from this kayak. He's never tipped it before, and it's easy to maneuver and turn. There's plenty of dry storage space, and the open storage at the back is perfect
for a medium-sized fridge. I've spent many hours on the lake and river, this kayak doing just as well as the one that's twice as much money. I think I got more than I'm worth with this kayak. Perception Sport is a stable platform for fishing. It is quite compact with small rivers and trails also in the great lakes. It can be
configured to troll with a compact downrigger or can be used for fan fishing. Bought the Pescador 12 a month ago for recreation and fishing. I find the kayak to be very stable (I'm 5'10 180lbs) because it capsized trying to save an abandoned water bottle, but was able to return to the kayak on its first attempt. In fact, all my
equipment that drifted in the kayak stayed inside. For fishing, I tend to think that the Pescador 12 should have a bigger hatch between my legs so I could put a bag of ice in it to keep a fish or two. Carrying the kayak is easy as my wife and I are able to carry both our kayaks and she is between £5 and £100. So for those
looking for a recreational kayak from which you can fish, I highly recommend pescador 12. My Pescador 12 was my first kayak, and I've had it for 1 year and 3 months at the time of writing this. Pros: Low price Very comfortable seating compared to other kayak seats that I've used light weight: very light loading and
unloading, as other fishing kayaks have experience (Tarpon 140, Native Slayer 14.5) Came with a Scotty mount and rod holder and a flush mount rod holder behind the seat. There is also a place behind the seat which is obviously meant to add another flush mount. My kayak came with many nice little comfortable things
that saved me the trouble to add to myself, such as: a gummy cable between the back and middle door (one between the legs), small rings on the side of the fixing things for easy access while you're out, with an anchor cleat, and ready to mount the rudder system. Quick one Kayak CONS: This is not a very stable kayak,
which is probably pescador's biggest downfall. I can't stand up and fish because it's too unstable (I'm 6'0 215lbs). I can stand up in it, but it's very unstable and impractical. I have been falling out of this kayak while standing up in it once and almost falling out of it while standing/trying to stand in it a lot of times. It is difficult
to reach the rear storage area and impossible to reach the storage of the front opening while still in the kayak. I see that some people here are suggesting sitting side saddles to achieve these, but this kayak is not stable enough for me to do that. My Pescador 12 always gets water from it. My first door doesn't close
completely, and some move around when it's closed, so I think that's how the water gets into it. I'm not sure if it's a problem any Pescadors have or if it's solely my kayak, but it's a pretty big problem. I'm not taking up enough water to sink my kayak, but it's disturbing and just pain. I can't put anything in there that I don't
want to make wet, but I don't use it anyway because I can't access it while I'm in the kayak. I'm about to put a seal in it to do that right now. The tracking is not amazing and you get spind around with a fast moving current very easily. The kayak comes ready to install the rudder system, I haven't added one yet, but it
would make life much easier. Overall it's a nice kayak and I like mine a lot, but it's not perfect and I ended up getting a new kayak and keeping my Pescador as a loaner. I'll at least look at whether the Heritage Redfish or Perception Caster before I get a Pescador, I haven't used either of them, but they are similarly priced
($500ish) and don't seem to have some problems that Pescadors have (the minimal research I've done, look at them yourself and draw your own conclusions). I recently bought a Pescador 12 and a Pescador 10 to have some hot weather wet fun. Both ships are great, the 12 are faster, and the 10 are more responsive
and fun in the waves. Stable, with lots of opening storage, and comfortable seats. They're both 10s! I have been mine for about 4 months now and I love it. I use it for both bay fishing and btb fishing and it manages like a dream. tracking and comfort are excellent. I weigh about 175 and it's perfect. Slide it up to reach the
front opening and side saddle to the back as mentioned earlier. Your money does a lot of that. I highly recommend it! I recently purchased the Pescador 12, also has an Old Town Vapor. I like both, but Pescador 12 is a fantastic yak. The only drawback is that it weighs 60 pounds, but I learned how to load and unload my
jeep and I really enjoy it. I highly recommend it, very stable and great for fishing. I just bought the Pescador Sport 12, I love it. I've been using the old Dirigo Angler for the last 4 years, and I'm telling you, this is the best kayak out there for the money. This track is large, comfortable; In my old kayak, it hurt and it was
restless. I spent four hours on the lake, and it didn't hurt once. It maneuvers large and handles the Cadillac on the water. Plus, I have to sit on the side. We'll get one for my girlfriend in a couple of weeks. The best thing I've spent my money on is a little new to the wonderful world of kayaking, we had an ample amount of
research before buying our first yak. After carefully considering the speed, stability, versatility, and price, the choice has become quite clear; Perception Sports Pescador 12 is the winner. Based on Wilderness System's 2008 model of the Tarpon 120, the Pescador hits every sign of what it takes to be a classic among
quality SOT kayaks. It follows well (faster than ocean kayak caper and big game from our experience, but not so stable), boasts a comfortable seat, plenty of storage, and truly beautiful boat. At $500, the value is unparalleled. We bought three. I am 6'250, my wife is 5'2 160, and my sister is 5'10200. It's all right. We were
ducks to the water in the Pescadors! Discover the Pescador! After doing a fair amount of research and trying out a couple of demos, I decided that the Pescador 12 was the yak I wanted. Now comes the good part, I found a red with an anchor and Scotty rod owned by the local Sports Authority store for clearance of
$409, the sales guy told me that the low price was due to this being a 2011 model. In the same store there was a camo model that included a paddle and cheap foam car top set priced at $749. They explained to me that the higher price was due to a 2012 model. Needless to say, I'm more than happy to see the 2011
model. What's more, I was able to apply a 20% discount coupon to the purchase price, which resulted in the final price of $327 b4 tax. One of the best deals I've ever had on something. We've been to a local lake twice before and couldn't be more satisfied, showing very stable, great and pretty fast numbers for an SOT.
Looking forward to years of enjoyment with this yak. Well, I'll start by saying you can't beat this kayak for the price!!!! It's great for lean water (bays, swamps, lakes, etc.). In this type of fishing I give this kayak a 10/10, fast, turns big and easy to sit side saddle, scoot forward and reach things into the front slot or sit on the
side saddle and reach for anything at the back. I'm about 200-210lb and the foot area holds about half an inch of water without scupper plugs – no biggie, my feet are usually wet sitting on the side of the saddle anyway! The reason I give it an 8/10 instead of a total is the performance of offshore (btb). I've had to get
beyond the breakers (btb) fishing for sharks and bull reds on the Texas coast twice as waves/swelled to less than 3 feet, but it just doesn't feel stable at all feel like you can tip if it's unexpected. In the end: If you want a fishing kayak for big bay fishing, or somewhere that's not as open as the ocean, it's great!!!! If you're



looking for something to use for big fish in big water – test drive one before you buy it, you might want to consider it. He bought this boat back in December and floated down a flooded creek and through the swamp, jumping shooting ducks. Very stable, even swinging a 28-barrel duck gun blazing away at 3.5-inch
magnum shells. Stuffed bait, weapons, lunch, etc... And he'd come out on a lake to set up an island. All while wearing chest rubber boots, heavy winter gear, and, yes, life jackets. Very pleased with this boat, although you might get a 12' next time around. As mentioned above, this old Tarpon 120 has older style leak
proof openings and half the price. I picked up one of my buddy kayaks at T&amp;Amp; G Canoe and Kayak for $499 in sand colors. I installed a Wilderness Systems rudder for SEA-Lect foot checks, two hatch bags, and a Scotty flush rod holder. Next up is a fish seeker... The boat is going well, the fish are great, they're
not heavy and they're pretty stable. Hands off the best kayak for $500 new. Nothing else is coming close! I picked up a Pescador fishing version of Dick's sporting equipment. I've owned several OK (Scrambler XT &amp; Scupper Pro) as well as perception caster 12.5. This boat (for me) is the best in every round. Good
balance of speed, tracking and stability. This ship just feels better from the start. I'm going to rate this as a 10. The Caster is an 8 (could be better followed), a Scrambler with 6 (no space and very uncomfortable) Scupper Pro at 7 (lacking stability). I recommend pescador. Great value/performance. After months of
researching kayaks, I decided to buy pescador 12 at the Academy for $499. I'm so happy with this yak! He's got a wonderful track. He handles it well in the wind. Sitting on side saddle very well. I was primarily a bay fisherman and it was a pleasure. Weight is not an issue, I can very easily get in and out of the truck alone.
Also for those campers there is enough space to get you gear for a couple of night trips. Stop searching and buy it. I heard it will be discontinued soon because of the grips of higher stores selling Tarpon Wilderness 120, as it is the same model. Tight lines! Picking up my Pescador 12 two weeks ago is that the tan brand
new was 499.99 from my local dealer. It seems that I have added scupper holes under the seat of my model, so there is no more wet bottom. Trails too, and tours are nice I couldn't have asked for something better. I am 6'1 and 190 lbs. I picked up a barely used $375 and couldn't be happier. I've been paddling mostly
flat water so far and it's comfortable, spacious and stable. I have paddled the strong head wind and move better than others already He follows it very well, almost too well alternately. I plan to use the camping/fishing trips, and already dry equipped with all my equipment. I like the fact that visibility is red, but it's a
personal choice. I don't think you can miss this yak! I just bought a perception of Pescador 12 and I'm writing a first impression review, which I'll modify more time. I write to those who like me who spent a lot of time considering the first time to buy and did not spend much time on one. I've been on the kayak maybe half a
dozen times before it's so I'm very green. To address a comment, I think I dealt with the wet seat issue as there are scuppers hidden beneath the session. It led to a slightly wet bottom, but I was air-dried by the time I got back. I threw it in a lake, but I intend to use it in coastal waters. The kayak was easy to paddle and
very mobility rowing forward or backwards, even to someone unversed in proper technique. The kayak was very stable when looking forward or sideways. I twisted and faced back several times and fluctuated a bit at the first attempt, but got comfortable afterwards. I took the kayak of the fish, but I'm going to make it out
one more time, this time in Tampa Bay, before I try casting anything. This kayak is made from the same design as the classic Wilderness Systems 2008 model Tarpon 120; no difference between the 2008 Tarpon 120 and this Perception Sport Pescador.... even in the same factory. Some people to date prefer the 2007-
2008 model Tarpon 120 over the new model Tarpons, because the older model has leak-free openings and the pescador may be the preferred model at half the cost. The Perception Sport Pescador gives you the rare opportunity to purchase a high-end Kayak that's new to budget pricing. Academy Sports offers's best
price of anywhere else at $499.99 you would be hard pressed to find a better kayak used on craigslist for this cheap. Great kayak to stable plenty of room to fish out nice storage and very maneuverable and fast on a 12 footer. You can't relax with that beauty. It's a big yak; Its very stable, fast, and dirt cheap. I bought
mine with their dicks sporting a good 375. It's a big cost. Comparing the 1000 model has been enough already said about this great ship. This is a 2008 Wilderness Systems Tarpon 120 with a different label and is actually built by the same company as tarpon 120. I fell in love with the Tarpon 120 back in 2008 when I
first rowed one, but bummed it out because the price tag for those ships were between $900 and $1,000, and I couldn't afford one. I was so happy to find out the Pescador is an exact copy of my favorite ship and I bought two; one for me and one for my wife and finally sell the two kayaks I've had (Big Kahuna Ocean
Kayak and Heritage Redfish 12') I hope you all have the opportunity to buy this big yak as a word that it will be marketed to meet the kayaking specialty stores who have been nervous about losing sales there for $1000+ Tarpon 120's trying to sell it because of Pescadore. Tight lines for everyone it's by far the best boat
you can buy for money. I have a fleet of Tarpon 140s and 120s, but I lost my agreement to be in retail. So I switched to these ships. I'm paying the same retail as I did for the Tarpon 120's and these are now coming with two rod holders, anchor cleats and anchor! I use them for fishing charters and rents. Hundreds of
people used them and didn't complain. I can sell the tarpons used more than these runs new! I bought Pescadore eight weeks ago. i did my search first, this kayak is great. I can achieve all the things I need, very stable, well tracked. I bought scupper plugs so the seat won't get wet. I'll buy another one as soon as they're
back in action. Pescador 12, I got mine last summer, I was looking for a bigger version of the Tarpon 100 and it fits the bill as well. All reviews were good and the call from the company checked whether an old version of the tarpon model, very stable, med fast, tracks it. How DW dropped twice a day in a lake I have no
idea I can all but stand up to mine. Tried different kayaks and found pescador to be the best for me for the price. I am 5'11 250 lbs. The built-in seat is great, stable, works well, stable, and everything else I want, I saw some yaks at Pensacola Beach and fell in love with it. I researched online for a couple of weeks and I
thought I wanted the Tarpon 140, but it was expensive. He looked around for a few more and found the 12' Pescador of Perception in a copy of the 2008 version of the Tarpon 120. I bought the Academy Sports sale for $439 after knocking out $30 for a broken eye (smaller fix, DIY at $2.00). I am 5'11 and weigh 265 lbs. I
get a few inches of water from the scupper holes, but I track it well and paddle easily. A large replica of the 2008 Tarpon 120 is half the price. I recently bought the Pescador 10 today as my first kayak. We've only been three times, but feel it's perfect for medium to large (6'5 235/6' 190) people interested in easy going to
the lakes. It is very stable and seems to track reasonably well with only moderate effort. When moving slowly, the direction is slightly affected by gentle breeze and waking up medium and large pontoon ships, but if you move at normal speed, it is moving well (based on the knowledge of a beginner). I might have to buy
my wife a second one. Awesome yak! After nearly a year of shopping and almost setting the Pelican Castaway I saw and bought Perception Pescador from the Academy for a steal for $499. This canyon is all I wanted, and so on. The seat is incredibly comfortable, follows well, handles in the right places, lots of DRY
storage and built-in It's a holder. I rented a number of expensive kayaks last summer, but I'm still happy with the perception. My only complaint is that the cup holder is too far away. He won't be devastated if you get this kayak. I just bought perception pescador 12. I spent four hours with him at the lake. I've been in calm
water twice. He was very unstable. It's a nice kayak though. I spent most of my time preventing him from falling. If you like water, this kayak is for you! You're going to spend most of your time in it. I just bought this kayak last week and so far I love it. Academy Sports sold them for $449. At first I was a bit skeptical as this
looked like a big kayak, but the price actually seemed a bit low. I was wondering if this was a bad model they were trying to get rid of, but after some trip to the water I can say with confidence that it's not a bad model. Strong, fast, very maneuverable and a pleasure to row. Good craft handles well with strong winds. It cuts
the waves nicely and comfortably. I am 250 lbs and can fish all day from this Jak. Academy Sports has them on sale now May 5, 2011 with 499.00 Great Buy for a Great Boat! They're Red! But it's a good safety point: You'll need to see it! I bought pescador about 4 months ago and had it on Lake Conroe, lake forests,
even 2 miles from the coast of the Gulf of Mexico with a gas rig. I have caught 5 foot bullsharks, Spanish mackeral, gafftop, blacktip sharks, black, blue cats, etc. from it and have no complaints about this boat. For the price, he just beat her up cheerfully. Tight lines! I have 3 of these ships (the Tarpon 120 label)
purchased in 2005. I mostly rowed on rivers and flat water. After about 150-200 miles there are only two issues with the ship. The contour of the seat is an inverted slope and forms a pool, so any water that gets into this area will not drain. This makes for a wet tush all day. The other is not the bottom of the seat. I think
the new Tarpon design has rectted this; but I don't know if a padded and dry tush is worth $300+ dollars. As far as performance is concerned, the hull design is very efficient. The v-hull minimizes wind pressure, but is shallow enough to float in 4 to 5 inches of water. I also had a 10 foot size, but I recommend the 12-footer
as the best size for speed and maneuverability in rivers and lakes. I just saw them on sale at a Gander Mountain for $549.99. That's less than I paid for my tarpons five years ago. A lot of homework over several months pointed towards 12 kayaks, which I used for local saltmarsh and coastal fan fishing. The boat is very
strong and feels pretty fast through the water. I took scupper plugs right away as a lot of water came from the boat on my feet and directly behind the seat. I spoke to Perception and confirmed the Pescador is exactly the same ship as the 2008 Wilderness Systems Tarpon (Sighting and WS are the same company), so I
feel like there's quite a good deal on the 12' sit top of kayaks perfect for fishing, all under $500. The seat feels very comfortable and durable. I also wanted a boat without graded foot wells, so that fits the bill. The £60 for the boat feels pretty heavy, but I can raise it in and out of the car quite easily. Storage in the boat is
very good. Overall, this seems like exactly the boat I was looking for calm water fly fishing. Durable, fast and durable. Not sure what modifications were made to the new Tarpon, but if you have a tight budget and want to save a few hundred dollars (in fact I think it's nearly half the cost), I recommend a close look at the
Pescador. I just picked up a Perception Pescador 12 a few weeks ago, I did some research on this kayak because it looks like a 2008 Wilderness Tarpon. The dealer that I got and the folks at Perception confirmed it was the same as a 2008 Tarpon. I bought it for $330 without a seat. I have it out a few times in the Class
I River I live here on WV. I've never rowed on Tarpon before, but there's Reds 10. This Pesacador is a very good fishing duck. All I did was add a Scotty Rod Holder in front of him and an Anchor Cleat. It's not quite as stable as my Redsilk, but the stability is still very good. This track is really well and is significant faster
than my Red-perk. The hull of her crack, I hit some good size hidden rocks in the Shoals and expected to make some when I got home, but there were nothing more than surface scratches. I highly recommend this kayak especially for fans of the 2008 Tarpon because I see no difference between the two. I think they're
only carried by Dick and Gander Mountain, and it looks like they're just made of red. I got mine off Ebay so if you're interested you could check out there as well. Well.
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